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JCM Global Helps Operators Create Better Connections at G2E Asia 2015 with
Bill Validation Technology, Printer Technology, System Solutions and Digital Media Solutions
MACAU, China (23 April 2015) – JCM Global is the local source for operators throughout markets in Asia and
Australia who want to deepen connections with their customers. Now JCM is bringing its better, smarter and faster
bill validation technology, printer technology and systems solutions to stand 339 at G2E Asia.
JCM’s advanced and diverse product portfolio begins with its award-winning line of bill validation technology
featuring iVIZION® with the most advanced validation security features and anti-stringing technology available, all
with an acceptance rate of 99+ percent; iVIZION®-HC®, with its high-capacity cash box; iPRO™ and iPRO-RC™,
with an optional recycling feature; UBA®, Vega™ and Vega-RC™; Taiko™ Pub; the DBV-400™ and DBV-500™;
and the TBV® that can accepts single notes or stacks of notes in multiple currencies simultaneously.
Of particular interest to operators in Macau and other regions with high-volume wagering at table games is JCM’s
iV8™ table game bill validator that can validate and process large stacks of notes at 8 notes per second,
dramatically reducing buy-in time and increasing the number of potential hands dealt per hour.
Connections are enhanced with FutureLogic printer technology featuring products with the speed, flexibility and
durability to meet operators’ demands.
The connection continues with JCM’s system solutions, including Dynamic Network Applications™ (DNA),
Intelligent Cash Box (ICB®), PromoNet®, Ticket2Go™ and TableXchange®. PromoNet® intelligent couponing
identifies valuable players, targets both carded and non-carded players, links promotions to game-play and
delivers promotions exactly where and when they are needed.
Perfect for AWP and low-payout markets, Ticket2Go delivers a networked TITO solution and the proven networkless Ticket Payout feature. Multi-lingual and multi-currency, Ticket2Go offers a retrofit ticketing solution for gaming
machines that do not support open standard ticketing protocols.
Also showing is the TableXchange®, which brings the convenience of TITO to the table by both accepting and
paying out with TITO tickets, allowing full two-way transactions compatible with existing casino TITO systems,
increasing convenience for players and streamlining operations by virtually eliminating the need to replenish chips
at table games.
The connection is completed with JCMedia, a complete line of digital displays, production services and media
management systems that empower operators to communicate directly with customers in a digitally dynamic
fashion.
Start making better connections by joining JCM at G2E Asia on stand 339 and on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About JCM Global
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JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with groundbreaking products like the iVIZION®, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA®) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent
Cash Box (ICB®), FutureLogic’s GEN2® and GEN2 Universal® printers, Ticket2Go™, TableXchange® and
PromoNet® systems products. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at www.jcmglobal.com.
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